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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given an associative ring R with unit, we may wish to characterize the homo- 
morphisms from R to skew fields (division rings) by means of structure or 
information defined over R. Then constructing such structure on R will be 
equivalent to constructing a homomorphism to a skew field. Here we will regard 
skew field extensions as irrelevant, so that a homomorphism to a skew field 
composed with an inclusion map into a larger skew field is the same (for our pur- 
poses) as the original homomorphism. 
For example, if R is commutative, a homomorphism from R to a field is 
determined by the kernel, a prime ideal. The field and the homomorphism may 
be constructed from the prime ideal by forming the factor ring modulo that ideal 
and then embedding in the quotient field. 
For a noncommutative ring, an analog of a prime ideal has been introduced by 
P. M. Cohn (as in [I]): a “prime matrix ideal” of the ring R. Given a homo- 
morphism R -+ K to a skew field K, we may apply the homomorphism to 
matrices over R (i.e., with entries in R) by applying the homomorphism to each 
entry. Then the prime matrix ideal of R determined by R -+ K consists of those 
square matrices over R whose images under the homomorphism are singular 
over K. This collection of matrices actually determines the homomorphism (up 
to isomorphism). 
In this article we describe several alternative ways of determining homo- 
morphisms to skew fields, including ones induced from the notions of rank of a 
matrix, linear dependence, and dimension over a skew field. For example, if 
R ---f K is a homomorphism from a ring to a skew field, one may associate with 
each finitely presented right R-module A the number dim,(A @ K). This 
function on finitely presented modules is among the structures shown to deter- 
mine the homomorphism. 
The topology that may be put on the collection of such homomorphisms (as 
on the prime spectrum of a commutative ring) is also discussed in terms of these 
new determining structures. 
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2. EPIC R-SFIELDS AND PRIME MATRIX IDEALS 
We first describe some structures of the collection of “essentially different” 
homomorphisms from R to a skew field. An epic R-s$eld will be a homomorphism 
from R to a skew field K, such that K is generated as a skew field by the image of 
R. Equivalently, K is the smallest skew subfield of K containing the image. 
This may also be seen to be the same as requiring that R + K be a ring epimor- 
phism. An R-specialization from one epic R-sfield R -+ K to another R-L 
will be a homomorphism from a subring K, of K containing the image of R 
to L, such that every element of K, not in the kernel of this homomorphism is 
invertible in K,, , and such that the obvious triangular diagram of R, K,, , and L 
commutes. Two R-specializations from K to L will be considered the same if 
they agree on a subring KI of K such that the common restriction is again an R- 
specialization. In the definition, if K,, may be taken to be all of K, then the homo- 
morphism is injective and we call it an R-isomorphism between R ---f K and R + L. 
These definitions are from Cohn [I, 7.21, and he remarks that the subring K,, 
in the definition of R-specialization is a local ring which maps onto L by the 
homomorphism. He also shows that epic R-sfields and R-specializations form a 
category. It may also be seen that if we have R-specializations from R - K 
to R + L and back again, then both are R-isomorphisms. Thus the set Sfield- 
Spec R of R-isomorphism classes of epic R-sfields may be given a partial ordering 
< by defining (R - K) < (R -+L) if there is an R-specialization from R ---f K 
to R-L. 
For each epic R-sfieldf: R - K, let Pf (or PK when no confusion will arise) 
denote the collection of square matrices over R which map via f to matrices 
singular over K. We now describe Cohn’s characterization of such collections. 
An n @ n matrix over R will be called nonfuZZ if it is the product of an 
n @ (n - 1) matrix and an (E - 1) 0 x 11 matrix over R (any zero matrix is 
regarded as nonfull). Such matrices may be regarded as intrinsically singular, 
since no R-sfield can map a nonfull matrix to an invertible matrix. 
Let A and B be square matrices over R of the same size, and suppose that A 
and B agree, except perhaps in row k. Then the determinantal sum A V B with 
respect to row k is the matrix which agrees with A and B except in row k and for 
which row k is the vector sum of the corresponding rows in A and B. We 
similarly define the determinantal sum with respect to a column. Repeated 
determinantal sums (e.g., (A V B) V C) may also be defined, with appropriate 
cautions regarding the order of “summing.” 
A collection P of square matrices (of various sizes) over R is said to be a prime 
matrix ideal of R if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(PMII) All nonfull matrices are in P; 
(PMIZ) if A E P and B E P and A V B is defined (with respect to some 
row or column), then A V B E P; 
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(PM13) if A E P and B is a square matrix over R, then (t i) E P; 
(PM14) the I x 1 matrix (1) is not in P; 
(PMIS) if A and B are square matrices and if (t i) E P, then either A E P 
or BEP. 
We now reproduce the theorem of Cohn which gives the correspondence 
between R-sfields and prime matrix ideals (implicit in [I, Chap. 71, or see [5]). 
THEOREM 1. The association of an epic R-sjield R + K with PK gives an 
isomorphism of the partially ordered set SJeld-Spec R with the partially ordered 
(by inclusion) set of prime matrix ideals of R. 
3. ALGEBRAIC RANK FUNCTIONS ON MATRICES 
An alternative way to determine an R-sfield is via a rank function on all 
matrices over R (not necessarily square). Given an epic R-sfield R -+ K we can 
define the induced rank of a matrix over R as the rank of the image matrix over 
the skew field K. We characterize such rank functions as follows. 
A function r assigning an integer to each matrix over R is an algebraic rank 
function for R if the following conditions hold: 
(ARFl ) r(z) = 0, h w ere z is any zero matrix (hereafter we denote zero 
matrices by 0); 
(ARF2) ~((1)) = 1, where (1) is 1 x 1; 
(ARF3) r(ab) < min(r(a), r(b)) f or any matiices a, b which can be multi- 
plied; 
(ARF4) Y(: z) = r(a) + r(b) for any matrices a, b; 
(ARFS) r(t i) > r(a) + r(b) f or any matrices a, 6, c of appropriate sizes. 
We also have a partial order on such rank functions: r1 < ra if rl(a) < rz(a) 
for every matrix a. 
For typographical reasons, in what follows any matrix which has one row (or 
one block of rows) will be written with commas separating the entries. The 
entries will be columns or blocks of columns, as for example (a, b), a matrix 
made up of two blocks a and b. 
THEOREM 2. The association of an epic R-sJield with its induced algebraic rank 
functiongives an anti-isomorphism of the partially ordered set Sfeld-Spec R with the 
partially ordered set of algebraic rank functions for R. 
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Theorem 1 says that the left-hand association is an isomorphism, and the right- 
hand association is as in Theorem 2. We will proceed by producing the bottom 
association (shown dotted) which is inverse to the composition of the other two. 
First we describe the composition itself. Over a skew field the rank of a matrix 
is the size of the largest nonsingular square submatrix (obtained by eliminating 
rows and/or columns). Hence given a prime matrix ideal P, the associated epic 
R-sfield induces an algebraic rank function rp defined by: for a any matrix over R, 
rp(a) is the size of the largest square submatrix of a which is not in P. (We 
remark that Y, may be shown to be an algebraic rank function directly from 
Conditions (PMIl-5) but that this is not necessary in view of Theorem 1.) This 
composed association clearly reverses the partial ordering: if P C Q are prime 
matrix ideals, then r, > ro because there are more possible minors which are 
not in P. 
To invert the association, we associate with an algebraic rank function Y the 
collection P,. of all square matrices over R, each of whose r-rank is less than its 
size. We now verify that P, is a prime matrix ideal of R. 
First we note that the n x n identity matrix I has r(l) = n by (ARF2) and 
(ARF4). Also (ARF3) guarantees that factoring out or multiplying by invertible 
matrices does not change rank; thus if a is m x n, then r(a) < min(m, n). 
Again by (ARF3) we see that Y@ > r(a) and that r(a, b) 3 r(a); or these may be 
regarded as degenerate cases of (ARFS). 
Now (PMII) follows from (ARFI) and (ARF3), (PM13) and (PMIS) from 
(ARF4), and (PM14) from (ARF2). To verify (PMI2), let A = (A’, a), 
B = (A’, b), where a and b are columns, so that A V B = (A’, a + b). Assume 
A E P, and B E P,; if we show A V B E P, , we can permute columns to complete 
the proof of (PM12) for determinantal sums with respect to any column; with 
respect to rows the proof is similar. 
In fact, we shall show that 
Y(A’, a + b) < max(r(A’, a), r(A’, b)), 
which certainly forces (A’, a + b) E P, . Using (ARF4) and multiplying by 
elementary matrices, we get 
r(A’, a) + Y(A), b) = 7 (“,’ i if i) 
=r! -A’ A’ 0 a A’ 0 0 b 1 
=y( A’ 0 a A’ 0 0 b 1 
( 
A’aO a 
=r 0 a A’ a+b 1 
3 Q’) + (a, A’, a + b), 
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where the inequality is from (ARFS). If r(A’, u) < r(A’) (in which case equality 
must hold), then we get 
r(A’, b) 3 r(a, A’, a + b) > Y(A’, a + b), 
as claimed. If r(A’, a) > r(A’), then 
r(A’, u) > r(A’) + 1 = r (“,’ ;, 
=r ( A’ u+b 0 1 1 
> r(A’, a + b). 
Finally, we check that the two associations we have described are actually 
inverses. If P is a prime matrix ideal, the prime matrix ideal associated with r, 
is the collection of square matrices whose largest minor not in P is not the whole 
matrix; that is, the same as P. For the other direction, if r is an algebraic rank 
function for R, then the rank function associated to P, computes the rank of 
matrix A by finding the largest 7t so that there is an n x n submatrix of A of 
r-rank 71. To prove that this 7t is the same as r(A), we wish to be able to eliminate 
rows and columns of A without decreasing the r-rank, until a square submatrix 
of size and r-rank r(A) is obtained. If this elimination can be carried out, the two 
rank functions must be identical. We are thus reduced to the following lemma 
(and its analog for rows). 
LEMMA 1. Let r be an algebraic rank function. If r(A) = n and if the result of 
eliminating each of the columns of A is a matrix of smaller r-rank, then A has n 
columns. 
Proof. First we note that the r-rank must be decreased by exactly one by 
eliminating a column, since 
O’, a) < r (“,’ 4) = r (; ;) = r(A’) + 1 
Now we claim under these hypotheses that the result of eliminating any m of the 
columns of A is a matrix of r-rank n - m. Since all r-ranks are nonnegative 
(from (ARFl) and (ARF3)) this claim will complete the proof. 
The claim is demonstrated by strong induction on m. If m = 1, this is the 
hypothesis. If the claim is true for m < k - 1, let A’ be the result of eliminating 
any k columns and a 1 , us be two distinct columns of A from among those 
48116412-8 
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eliminated in obtaining A’. Then r(A’, a,) = 12 - (K - l), r(A’, aa) = 
n - (K - 1) and r(A’, a, , ua) = n - (k - 2). Furthermore, we have 
r(A’) + Q’, a, 9 a,) G r 











( 0 0 
= Q’, a,) + 
a1 0 




A’ u2 1 
0 0 
A’ a2 1 
Q’, 4. 
Thus r(A’) < n - k, but equality must hold as in our first remark. This 
completes the proofs of the claim, of Lemma 1, and of Theorem 2. 
4. FORMULATIONS ON FREE MODULES 
Given an R-sfield R + K, we also get structure induced on sets of column 
vectors over R, that is, on subsets of free right R-modules. Using the homo- 
morphism R -+ K, we can say when a set of column vectors is “dependent” 
(when their images over K are linearly dependent), when one vector is a “com- 
bination” of others (when it is a linear combination over K), and determine the 
“rank” of a finite set of vectors (the dimension over K of the subspace spanned 
by their images). In this section we axiomatize such structures on free R- 
modules and show that each such determines an R-sfield. 
Actually each of these structures may be defined on all right R-modules M, by 
looking at the K-vector spaces M @ K. The axiomatizations in these cases are 
formally the same, but we shall restrict our discussion to the existence of these 
structures on finitely generated free right R-modules only, since such existence is 
sufficient to determine the R-sfield. We remark also that the symmetry of an 
R-sfield shows that similar structures on left R-modules will also determine 
R-sfields. 
We first recall the general concepts of our axiomatizations on any set, before 
restricting to subsets of free modules. 
A dependence r lation on a set S is a collection 59 of nonempty subsets of S (the 
“dependent” subsets) satisfying 
(ADRFl) for X _C S, X E 9 if and only if some finite subset of X is in 9. 
Given such a 9, we define the “span” (X) of a subset X of S to be the set of 
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elements y of S such that either y E X or there exists a subset X,, _C X with 
X0 6 9 but X0 u {y} E 9. Then the dependence relation is transitive if it satisfies 
(ADRF2) ((X)) = (X) for all XL S. 
A transitive dependence relation on a set S is an appropriate abstraction of linear 
dependence; each subset X with (X) = X (a “subspace”) may be shown to 
have a maximal independent set (a “basis”) of a well-defined cardinality, and 
so forth (Cohn, [3, p. 2521). 
A closure operator with exchange on a set S is an operator C associating with 
each subset X C S another subset C(X) C S and which satisfies 
(ACXFI) for all X _C S, X _C C(X); 
(ACXF2) for all X C S, C(X) = lJ C(X,), where the union is taken over all 
finite subsets X,, C X; 
(ACXF3) for all X C S, C(C(X)) = C(X); 
(ACXF4) for all X _C S, y, 2 E S, if z E C(X U {y}) and z 6 C(X), then 
Y E w ” M>* 
Such a closure operator is an abstraction of the notion of linear combination; an 
element x E C(X) is thought of as a linear combination of the elements of X C S. 
For an abstraction of the notion of rank, we define a rank function on a set S 
to be a function Y associating with each finite subset X Z S a nonnegative integer 
y(X), satisfying 
(ARFFl) r(a) = 0; 
(ARFF2) for any x E S, r({x}) < 1; 
(ARFF3) for any finite subsets X C Y C S, r(X) < r(Y); 
(ARFF4) for any finite subsets X, Y of S, Y(X n Y) + r(X u Y) < 
y(X) + qq. 
Given a transitive dependence relation 9 on S, one can induce a rank function 
Y on S by defining r(X) to be the number of elements in a maximal 9-inde- 
pendent subset of X (which is well defined, as we have remarked previously). 
From a rank function r on S can be induced a closure operator with exchange C, 
by defining y E C(X) if Y(X U {y}) = r(X). Finally, from a closure operator 
with exchange C there is induced a transitive dependence relation 9 on S by 
defining X E 9 if some element y E X is in the closure C(X - {y}). It is straight- 
forward to check that the existence of any one of these structures on S implies 
the existence of all, and that we get one-to-one correspondences among the 
collections of such structures. 
This kind of structure on a set S is known as a nmtroid on S to combinatorists, 
though usually in the case that S is finite. There are other equivalent formula- 
tions, as well ([4, 61). 
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A partial order among matroids on S may be defined using any of these 
formulations. For transitive dependence relations 9i , Bz on S, the order is 
just inclusion: B1 < ~%a if Bi C Bz . For rank functions ri , rs on S, the order is 
reversed: ri < rs if ri(X) > ra(X) for every finite X Z S. To indicate the partial 
order among closure operators with exchange, first recall the correspondence 
which, given such an operator C, calls a subset X “C-independent” if no 
element y E X is in C(X - {y}). Then for two closure operators with exchange 
C, , C, , we have C, < C, if C,(X) C C,(X) f or all Ca-independent X. Then it is 
again straightforward to check that the one-to-one correspondences among the 
various formulations of a matroid preserve the partial order. 
We note the existence of a trivial matroid on S which is largest with respect 
to the partial order. A transitive dependence relation $9 is trivial if 9 is the set of 
all nonempty subsets. A closure operator with exchange C is trivial if C(a) = S. 
A rank function is trivial if it is the zero function. 
To determine an R-sfield by means of matroids, we will need matroids on 
each finitely generated free right R-module, satisfying certain “algebraic” 
conditions which relate matroid and module structures. We now describe these 
conditions for each of the formulations described previously. 
An algebraic dependence relation on free right R-modules is a transitive depen- 
dence relation on each finitely generated free right R-module (we will use the 
same notation for each such relation unless confusion arises), satisfying (in 
addition to (ADRFl) and (ADRF2)): 
(ADRF3) if X is a subset of a free moduleF, then (X) is a submodule ofF; 
(ADRF4) if f: Fl --f F, is a homomorphism of free modules and if 
X CFl , thenf(<X>) C (f(X)>. 
An algebraic closure operator with exchange on free right R-modules is a closure 
operator with exchange C on each finitely generated free right R-module, 
satisfying (in addition to (ACXF1-4)): 
(ACXF5) if X is a subset of a free module F, then C(X) is a submodule 
ofF; 
(ACXF6) if f: Fl +F, is a homomorphism of free modules and if 
X C Fl , thenf(C(X)) 2 C(f(X)). 
It should be noted that other authors have used the term “algebraic closure 
operator” in a more limited situation-specifically, an operator on subsets of a 
set S satisfying (ACXF13), as in Cohn [3, p. 451. Perhaps “finitary” is a better 
adjective for the property (ACXF2). In any case, the reader is warned that 
terminology may vary. 
An algebraic rank function on free right R-modules is a rank function r on each 
finitely generated free right R-module, satisfying (in addition to ARFF1-4): 
(ARFFS) in the free module of rank 1, r({O}) = 0; 
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(ARFFG) if x and y are in a free module and if s, t are elements of R, then 
y($, Y>) = Y({X, y, ax + yt>); 
(ARFF7) if f : F1 + F, is a homomorphism of free modules and if X, Y 
are finite subsets of Fl with r(X u Y) = Y(X), then r(f(X) uf(Y)) = r(f(X)). 
Again, it is straightforward to check that any of these structures gives rise to 
the others, and that one-to-one correspondences among the collections of such 
structures on free modules are induced by the correspondences among structures 
on sets. We can call such a structure an algebraic matroid on finitely generated 
free right R-modules, and use any of these equivalent formulations. 
For a partial order on algebraic matroids, define the relation < to hold 
between two algebraic matroids if for each free module F it holds between the 
two matroids on F. The trivial algebraic matroid, which is the trivial matroid on 
each free module, is then the largest with respect to this order. 
As remarked previously, an R-sfield R + K induces an algebraic matroid 
on finitely generated free right R-modules. For example, we get an algebraic 
closure operator with exchange C by requiring, for y an element of a free module 
F and X C F, that y E C(X) if the image of y under the homomorphism is a 
K-linear combination of the images of the elements of X. Note that the “exchange 
condition” (ACXF4) necessitates that K be a skew field, since the K-coefficient 
of y needs to be invertible if it is nonzero. 
The trivial algebraic matroid is induced by the zero ring homomorphism 
R + 0. Generally the zero ring is not considered a skew field, so we omit this 
case in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. The association of an epic R-sjield with its induced algebraic 
matroid gives an isomovphism of the partially ordered set S’eld-Spec R with the 
partially ordered set of nontrivial algebraic matroids on finitely generated free right 
R-modules. 
Proof. One way to proceed would be to produce the bottom association to 
invert the upper composition in the following triangle: 
Sfield-Spec R 
7-b 
PM1 t - - - - - - Alg. matroid. 
This could be done by associating with an algebraic dependence relation 9 
the prime matrix ideal consisting of all square matrices whose set of columns is in 
9. However, considerable difficulty arises in proving Condition (PM12) on 
determinantal sums with respect to rows. 
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Instead we produce the bottom association which is inverse to the composition 
of the other two associations in the following triangle: 
Sfield-Spec R 
7-b 
ARF c - - - - - - Alg. matroid. 
To describe the composition, note that over a skew field the rank of a matrix is 
the dimension of the subspace spanned by its columns. Hence given an algebraic 
rank function r on matrices, the associated epic R-sfield induces an algebraic 
rank function r’ on free modules defined by: for a finite subset X of a finitely 
generated free module, r’(X) = Y(X), where x is the matrix which has the 
elements of X as its columns. 
The inverse of this composition clearly associates with an algebraic rank 
function Y’ on finitely generated free right R-modules a rank function Y” on 
matrices defined by: the r”-rank of a matrix is the r’-rank of the set of its columns. 
If we show that 8 satisfies (ARFI-5), then the association gives an isomorphism; 
the partial order is clearly preserved (note that it is reversed from the normal 
order for both rank functions). 
We recall from the equivalent formulation of r’ as an algebraic dependence 
relation that for any finite subset X of a free module, there is a minimal subset 
X0 C X with r’(X,,) = r’(X) (a “b asis”) and that in this case r’(X,) is the 
cardinality I X,, 1 of X0 (or this can be proved directly). Note the similarity of 
this to Lemma 1. 
Now suppose a and b are matrices such that ab is defined. We can reduce the 
set B of columns of b to a subset B, with r”(b) = r’(B) = Y’(B,J = j B,, I. Letting 
Er = B - B, , r’(B, u B,) = r’(B,,), so we use (ARFF7) with the matrix a 
determining a homomorphism of free modules, and we obtain r”(ab) = r’(a(B,) U 
a(B,)) == r’(a(B,J) < 1 a(B,)l = / B, I = r”(b), 
To finish (ARF3), note first that repeated uses of (ARFF4), (ARFFG) imply 
that if each element of a finite subset Y is an R-linear combination of elements 
of a finite set X, then r’(X U Y) = r’(X). S ince the columns of ab are R-linear 
combinations of the columns of a, we see that r”(ab) < r”(a, ab) = r”(a), 
completing the proof of (ARF3). 
Since r‘ is nontrivial by assumption, r’((x}) = 1 for some column x (or else 
(ARFF4) would make r’ trivial on all subsets). But then 1 = r”(x) = T”(X * 1) < 
r”(l), so (ARFF2) implies (ARF2). Using (ARF3) similarly, (ARFl) follows 
from (ARFFS). 
Now suppose (0” t) is a matrix, whose columns we denote by A U B, where A 
is the set of columns of(E) and B those of(i). Then as before 
r’(A) = r’(A,) = 1 A, j 
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for some A, C A. Now we bring in columns from B one by one so as to increase 
the rank by one each time until no longer possible. If altogether B, C B has been 
added, then 
V, u 4,) = I 41 I + I 4, I. 
Furthermore, adding the remaining Bl = B - B, columns one at a time and 
applying (ARFF4) each time, we get 
r’(A, u B,) = r’(A, u B, u Bl). 
Now (ARFF7) with the homomorphism (0, I) will imply 
~‘((0) u (0, I)B,) = ~‘((0) u (0, I)B) = r”(b), 
so that 
r”(b) d I 8 I* 
Using (ARFF4) again 
#(A u B) + r’(A,) < r’(A, u B) + r’(A) 
and so 
r’(A u B) = r’(A, u B) = r’(A, u B,). 
Finally, 
= r’(A u B) = +(A, u B,) 
= I 4, I + I 4, I 2 I-” (;) + ~“(4 
= r”(a) + r”(b), 
using (ARF3). This proves (ARFS). 
For (ARF4), we use (ARFF4) to see that 
Yfl(; ;, < r” (;) + r” (4 = rp) + r”(b). 
Then (ARFS) gives the inequality in the reverse direction. Thus Y” is an algebraic 
rank function for R, and Theorem 3 is proved. 
5. DIMENSION FUNCTIONS ON FINITELY PRESENTED MODULES 
Given an R-sfield R + K we can define the K-dimension function dK on 
finitely presented right R-modules M by d,(M) = dim,(M OR K). In this 
section we characterize such dimension functions and show that each such 
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determines an R-sfield. Actually, such functions may be defined on finitely 
generated modules or even (with appropriate care in infinite-dimensional cases) 
on all modules. Here we restrict to dimension functions on finitely presented 
modules, since that is sufficient to determine an R-sfield. 
A dimension function on finitely presented right R-modules is a function d 
assigning to each finitely presented right R-module A an integer d(A) and 
satisfying: 
(DFFPl) d(R) = 1, where R is the free R-module on one generator; 
(DFFP2) if A and B are finitely presented, then 
d(A @ B) = d(A) + d(B); 
(DFFP3) if A + C -+ B + 0 is an exact sequence 
of finitely presented modules, then 
d(C) < 44 + d(B). 
Applying (DFFP3) to 0 -+ 0 @ 0 @ 0 -tO-+OandA+O-+O-+O,wesee 
that such a function d also satisfies d(0) = 0 and d(A) > 0 for all finitely pre- 
sented A. Hence d(A) can be seen to depend only on the isomorphism class of A. 
We have a partial order on such dimension functions, for which dI < d, if 
d,(A) < d,(A) for all A. 
THEOREM 4. The association of an epic R-sjeld R + K with its induced 
dimension function d,gives an isomorphism of the partially ordered set SJield-Spec R 
with the partially ordered set of dimension functions on Jinitely presented right 
R-modules. 
Proof. First we note that if R + Kis an R-sfield, then dK satisfies (DFFPl-3), 
because of the functorial properties of tensoring. The rest of the theorem will be 
proved by producing the bottom association which is inverse to the composition 




To determine the composition itself, note that over a skew field the rank of a 
matrix is the dimension of its image (when it is considered as a homomorphism). 
Hence given an algebraic rank function Y, the associated epic R-sfield induces a 
dimension function d, defined as follows: for a finitely presented module A with 
presentation 
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where R” and Rn are free modules of ranks m and n, respectively, and a is an 
n x m matrix, then d,(A) = n - r(a). 
Because the dimension function dK arises from an epic R-sfield R -+ K, we 
are not strictly required to prove that d, as defined above is independent of the 
presentation. However, we do so here to demonstrate the use of a strengthened 
form of Schanuel’s lemma. 
LEMMAS. IfO~Kl~Pl-+A~OandO+K,-+P,+A-+Oare 
exact sequences with Pl and Pz projective and with Kl C PI , K, C Pz , then there 
is an automorphism of Pl @ Pz which maps Kl @ Pz onto PI @ K, . 
Proof. We immediately get maps f : Pl + Pz and g: Pz + PI such that 
In-41 -fg> C K2 , Im(1 - gf) _C Kl , f (Kl) _C K, and g(K,) C Kl . Then 
h = (Jf r&J is an endomorphism of Pl @ P2 , and it is easy to see that 
h(K, @ Pz) C Pl @ K, . It is similarly easy to check that h-l = (I-,” Ye) and 
that h-l(P, @ K,) C Kl @ Pz , completing the proof. 
Now suppose we have two presentations 
and let us denote by 1, the identity map on each free module RP. Then by the 
lemma there is an automorphism h of R n+L which maps aRm @ Rz onto Rn @ bRk. 
This implies that 
for some g: R” @ Rz --f Rn @ R”. Since h is an invertible matrix, 
n + r(b) = y (2 i) 3 r G y,) = y(a) + 1, 
so that n - r(a) > I - r(b). By symmetry we get equality, so that d,(A) is well 
defined. 
The inverse of the composition clearly associates with a dimension function d 
a rank function rd on matrices defined by: if a is an n x m matrix, then r&a) = 
n - d(R”/aRm). If we show that yd satisfies (ARFI-5), then the association gives 
a bijection. 
Now ~~(0) = 0 because of (DFFPI) and (DFFP2), whereas y&(l)) = 1 
because d(0) = 0 as remarked previously. Clearly (ARF4) follows from (DFFP2). 
For (ARFS), we use (DFFP3) on the exact sequence 
R’laR’ + R’ 
I( 1 ; b”
R’ --f R’lbR. + 0, 
where R’ denotes a free module of rank which is indicated by context. 
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To prove (ARF3), suppose a is n x m and b is m x K. Then the sequence 
RnIabRk --t R”IaR” -+ 0 -+ 0 
is exact, so d(Rn/aR”) < d(Rn/abRk). Hence rd(u) > r,(ab). For the other 
inequality, note that the split sequence 
induces the exact sequence 
R” -+ Rn @ RmIbRk --+ RnlabRk -+ 0. 
Thus n + d(P/bR”) < m + d(Rn/abRk), so that r,(d) < rd(b) also. 
Thus rd is an algebraic rank function on matrices. But the bijection between 
dimension functions and rank functions clearly reverses the partial order, so 
Theorem 4 is proved. 
6. TOPOLOGICAL REMARKS 
In [2] Cohn describes a topology on Sfield-Spec R and, further, forms a sheaf 
of local rings on Sfield-Spec R, obtaining the “affine scheme” 8. The topology 
is actually on the set of prime matrix ideals of R and is induced to Sfield-Spec R 
via the isomorphism of Theorem 1. We wish to describe the topology in terms 
of the other ways of determining an R-sfield as well. 
For A any square matrix over R, let D(A) be the set of prime matrix ideals of R 
which do not contain A. Then the collection of all D(A) (for all square A) forms a 
basis of open sets for the topology. By the associations given in the theorems and 
their proofs, we can describe the corresponding basis of open sets for the topology 
on each of the sets isomorphic to Sfield-Spec R. For example, on the set of 
algebraic rank functions on matrices over R, the basic open set corresponding to 
D(A) is the set of algebraic rank functions r such that r(A) is the full number of 
columns of A. 
Instead of describing the same basis in terms of each sort of structure deter- 
mining R-sfields, we describe different bases which are more natural and give 
the same topology. For a matrix a and an integer n, the set of algebraic rank 
functions r satisfying r(a) > n can easily be seen to be open; a basis is obtained 
by letting a and n vary. For X a subset of a finitely generated free right R-module 
and n an integer, the set of algebraic rank functions r on free modules satisfying 
r(X) > n is a (basic) open set. For X as above, the set of algebraic dependence 
relations 9 satisfying X 6 9 is a (basic) open set. For X again as above and y an 
element of the same free module, the set of algebraic closure operators with 
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exchange C satisfying y $ C(X) is a (basic) open set. Finally, for M a finitely 
presented right R-module and 11 an integer, the set of dimension functions d 
satisfying d(M) < n is a (basic) open set. 
The partial order on Sfield-Spec R derives from the topology; it may easily 
be seen that for x, y E Sfield-Spec R, we have x < y exactly when y is in the 
closure of {x}. Chains in Sfield-Spec R have lower bounds (as can be seen from 
any of the equivalent descriptions), so that closed sets have minimal elements. 
Thus we see that each irreducible closed set is the closure of a single minimal 
element, the “generic” point. 
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